This release addresses the following Error Report:

**Error Report 1463**

Error Report 1463 states that when an employee’s name (EDB 0105) is changed via the batch File Maintenance Process, the employee’s prior name is automatically recorded in data element 0313 (EMP OLD NAME). However, when the employee’s name (EDB 0105) is changed through on-line Entry/Update, the employee’s prior name is not recorded in data element 0313.

CICS program PPWEEID (screen processor for function EEID) has been fixed to record the employee’s prior name in data element 0313, whenever the employee’s name (EDB 0105) has been changed.

**CICS Program**

**PPWEEID**

Program PPWEEID has been modified to record the employee’s prior name in data element 0313 whenever the employee’s name (EDB 0105) has been changed. In addition, entry 313 in the Data Element Change Array has been set to true for EDB 0313.
Test Plan

1. Access the On-line Applications Main Menu.
   
   Result: The Main Menu screen should appear.

2. Enter EEID in NextFunc and an appropriate value in ID, press Enter.
   
   Result: The Employee Identification screen is displayed for the appropriate employee.

3. Enter a value in First Name and a value in Last Name, press F5-Update.
   
   Result: The employee’s name (EDB 0105) is updated.

4. Enter ELEM in NextFunc, press Enter.
   
   Result: The Data Element Display screen should appear.

5. Enter data element numbers 0105 and 0313, press Enter.
   
   Result: the employee’s new name should be displayed for EDB 0105. The employee’s prior name should be displayed for EDB 0313.

Installation Instructions

Installation of this release requires the following steps:

1. Modify and Install CICS Program PPWEEID.

2. DB2 precompile, CICS precompile, Compile, and link Modified CICS program PPWEEID into the on-line loadlib (OLOADLIB).

3. Bind package for PPWEEID.

4. Campuses can replicate the tests described above.

5. Perform any desired local testing.

6. Install program PPWEEID in production.

Timing of Installation

Installation of this release is not urgent. However, to prevent the problem of not recording the employee’s prior name in data element 0313 whenever the employee’s name (EDB 0105) has changed through on-line Entry/Update, this release should be installed as soon as possible.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.
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